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Preface
The creation of this book has been for me, Mike McGrath, an exciting opportunity to
demonstrate the powerful command-line shell functionality available with Bash. I sincerely
hope you enjoy discovering the exciting possibilities of the command line and have as much
fun with it as I did in writing this book. In order to clarify script code listed in the steps
given I have adopted certain colorization conventions. Interpreter directives and comments
are colored green; shell components are blue; literal string and numeric values are black; userspecified variable and function names are red. Additionally, a colored icon and a file name
appears in the margin alongside the script code to readily identify each particular script:
#!/bin/bash
# A Script to Greet the User.

#
SH

greet.sh

echo -n ‘Please enter your name: ‘
read username
echo “Welcome to $@ , $username ”

The screenshots that accompany each example illustrate the actual output produced by precisely
executing the commands listed in the easy steps:

For convenience, I have placed source code files from the examples featured in this book into a
single ZIP archive. You can obtain the complete archive by following these three easy steps:

l
l
l
1

Browse to www.ineasysteps.com then navigate to Free Resources and choose the
Downloads section

2

Find Bash in easy steps in the list, then click on the hyperlink entitled All Code
Examples to download the archive

3

Now, extract the contents to any convenient location, such as your home directory

1
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Getting Started

Introducing Bash
GNU Bash logo

Computer operating systems include a command-line interpreter
that allows the user to communicate directly with the system by
typing text commands at a waiting prompt. The command-line
interpreter is a “shell” facility that will process the input command
and produce an appropriate output response.
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An early shell facility was created for the Unix operating system
by Stephen Bourne at Bell Labs way back in 1979. This early
“Bourne shell” (sh) proved to be very popular as it was both a
command-line interpreter and a scripting language that supported
most features needed to produce structured programs.
Ten years later, in 1989, a free software replacement for the
Bourne shell was created by Brian Fox for the GNU Project.
Recognizing its ancestry, the replacement shell was named
“Bash” – an acronym for the phrase Bourne-again shell. The Bash
command syntax is a superset of that in the Bourne shell, but
incorporates many extensions that are lacking in the Bourne shell.
Bash can efficiently process commands typed at a prompt and
execute shell program scripts that have been saved as text files.
The GNU Project is a
free-software mass
collaboration project.
You can discover
more at gnu.org/gnu/
thegnuproject.en.html

Today Bash is the default shell for most Linux operating systems,
for Apple’s macOS operating system (formerly OS X), and for the
Solaris Unix operating system.
The Bash command-line processor typically runs in a text window.
This is similar to the Command Prompt window found in the
Windows operating system in which users can type commands to
be interpreted by the Windows Command Processor.
Microsoft has recognized the power and popularity of Bash by
introducing support for “WSL” (Windows Subsystem for Linux)
in the Windows 10 operating system. This allows users to run a
Linux environment directly on Windows so they can issue Bash
commands at a shell prompt, create and execute Bash shell scripts,
and run Linux command-line applications.
This book describes and demonstrates how to utilize the power of
Bash with examples that can be run natively in a “Terminal” text
window on a Linux operating system and within a (WSL) Linux
environment on the Windows 10 operating system.

Discovering the Shell

When you open a new Terminal window on a Linux operating
system, a command prompt appears indicating that a shell process
has been started for you automatically. This shell will typically be
the Bash shell facility.

The name of the shell in use can be seen in information about the
current Terminal process by issuing a ps $$ command. The output
from this command should confirm Bash as the current shell
under its “COMMAND” heading. If another shell is listed you
can switch to the Bash shell simply by issuing a bash command
if it is available. In the event that the Bash program is not already
available it must be installed by you or the system administrator.

Linux Terminal

Once you have confirmed that Bash is the current shell you can
see its version information by issuing a bash --version command:

l
1

Launch a Terminal window, then at the prompt exactly
type ps $$ and hit Return to discover the current shell

9

l
l
2

Next, type a clear command and hit Return (or press
Ctrl + L keys) to clear the Terminal window to a prompt

3

Now, exactly type bash --version then hit Return to
discover the current Bash version

Bash is case-sensitive so
the commands MUST
be capitalized exactly as
listed. For example, the
ps command must use
only lowercase letters.
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Installing Linux on Windows

The Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL) allows you to install a
variety of Linux distributions (“distros”) from the Windows Store.
Before any distro can be installed you must, however, first enable
the optional WSL feature on your Windows 10 system:
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This happy penguin
is “Tux” – the friendly
mascot of the Linux
operating system.

You will need your PC
to have an internet
connection to download
a Linux distro.

You cannot install
Ubuntu Linux on the
Windows 10 S version of
the operating system.

l
l
1

Right-click the “Windows PowerShell” item on the Start
menu, then choose Run as Administrator – to open a
PowerShell window with Administrator privileges

2

In PowerShell, precisely type this command:

l
l

Enable-WindowsOptionalFeature -Online -FeatureName
Microsoft-Windows-Subsystem-Linux

3

Hit Return to execute the command, then type Y and hit
Return once more – to restart the operating system

4

Next, click the Microsoft Store item on the Start menu,
then search for “WSL” to find the available Linux distros

...cont’d

l
l
5

Select your preferred Linux distro, such as the Ubuntu
distro that is used to demonstrate WSL in this book

6

Click the Get button to download the chosen Ubuntu
distro onto your PC

7

Open the Start menu, then click
the new Ubuntu item to open a
Terminal window

8

Wait while the distro’s files are decompressed and
installed – this takes a while, but only happens once

9

Finally, enter a username and password of your choice to
set up a Linux user account
Record your username
and password in a safe
place where you can
easily find them – you
will need them to
perform some Bash shell
operations later.
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l
l
l

If installation fails with
error 0x8007007e your
system doesn’t support
Linux from the store –
ensure you are running
Windows 10 build 16215
or later; the Windows
Subsystem for Linux is
enabled; and that you
have restarted your PC.
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Initializing the Distro

Following installation of a Linux distro in WSL, as described on
page 11, it is recommended that you update the distro.

Advanced Package Tool

The Linux operating system consists of separate “packages” that
are indexed in a catalog, which can be updated by the system’s
package manager. In the Ubuntu distro the package manager is
the Advanced Package Tool (apt). This package manager can
update the package catalog with the command apt update and
can upgrade the packages with the command apt upgrade.
Changes to the system require administrator privileges so each of
these commands must therefore be preceded by a sudo command:

l
l
l
1

Click Start, Ubuntu to open a Terminal window

2

At the prompt, type this command, then hit Return
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3

sudo apt update

Now, enter the password you chose for your Linux
account, then hit Return to update the catalog

You can discover
more about the sudo
command on page 82.

l
l
l
4

Type a clear command and hit Return (or press Ctrl + L
keys) to clear the Terminal window to a prompt

5

At the prompt, type this command, then hit Return

6

sudo apt upgrade

Read the summary of available upgrades, then type Y and
hit Return to continue

...cont’d

l
7

See the available replacement packages now get
downloaded and unpacked to upgrade your system

For further help with
installation of Linux in
the WSL you should refer
to the Troubleshooting
page online at
docs.microsoft.com/
en-us/windows/wsl/
troubleshooting
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l
l
8

Type a clear command and hit Return (or press Ctrl + L
keys) to clear the Terminal window to a prompt

9

Now, exactly type bash --version then hit Return to
discover the current Bash version – identical to that on
the Linux system illustrated on page 9

The Bash versions
are identical on this
Windows 10 PC and the
Linux PC, so the vast
majority of examples
in this book can run
on either PC. Most
screenshots illustrate
Bash in WSL on
Windows but would
appear identical in a
Linux Terminal. There are,
however, a few examples
that are illustrated in a
Linux Terminal as these
require a graphical Linux
interface or a multi-user
Linux environment.
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Understanding Commands

Each program can accept
standard input and can
produce standard output
and standard error
messages.

When the user hits the Return key after typing a command at
a shell prompt it adds a final invisible newline character. This
denotes the end of the command and indicates to the shell that
it should then attempt to interpret that command. The Bash
interpreter first reads the command line as “standard input” (stdin)
and splits it into separate words broken by spaces or tabs. Each of
these words is known as a “token”. The interpreter next examines
the first token to see if it is one of the shell’s “built-in” commands
or an executable program located on the file system.
When the first token is recognized as a built-in shell command
the interpreter executes that command; otherwise, it searches
through the directories on a specified path to find a program of
that name. The interpreter will then execute a recognized built-in
command or recognized program and display any result in the
Terminal as “standard output” (stdout). Where neither is found
the interpreter will display an error message in the Terminal as
“standard error” (stderr).
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The Bash type command can be used to determine whether a
token is recognized as a built-in shell command or the location of a
recognized program, or to display a message if none can be found:

You can also use the
built-in command hash
to see a list of your
recently issued program
commands and the
number of times
executed (hits).

l
l
l
1

At a command prompt type type clear then hit Return to
see the location of the clear program on the filesystem

2

Next, type the command type exit then hit Return to
discover that exit is in fact a built-in shell command

3

Now, type type nosuch then hit Return to see this
token cannot be found to match a built-in command or
program name

...cont’d
The Bash built-in echo command simply reads all following
tokens from standard input then prints them as standard output –
unless they are recognized as a command “option”. Many built-in
commands and programs accept one or more options that specify
how they should be executed. Typically, an option consists of a
dash followed by a letter. For example, the echo command accepts
an -n option that denotes it should omit the newline character
that it automatically prints after other output:

l
l
4

At a prompt, type echo followed by some text then hit
Return to see that text printed with an added newline

5

Now, type echo -n followed by some text then hit Return
to see that text printed without an added newline

You will often want to
suppress the automatic
newline with echo -n
when printing a request
for user input.
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In addition to the built-in shell commands the Bash shell also
contains a number of built-in shell variables. These are named
“containers” that each store a piece of information, and their names
use all uppercase characters. To access the information stored
within a variable its name must be prefixed with a $ dollar sign:

l
l
6

At a prompt, enter echo $SHELL to see the location of the
Bash interpreter program on the filesystem

7

Now, enter echo $BASH_VERSION to see the version
number of the Bash shell interpreter

You can also use the
command echo $PATH
to discover which
directories the Bash shell
searches when you issue
any command.
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Navigating the File System
The Linux filesystem is arranged in a tree-like hierarchy of
directories and files, with the “root” directory at its base:

/bin
/proc

/boot

/snap

/opt

/sbin
/srv

/tmp

/sys

/mnt

/dev

/etc

/var

/usr

/media

/home
/lib64

• The root directory is simply addressed by a forward slash.
in the root directory are addressed by
• Sub-directories
appending their directory name to the forward slash. For
/

/root
/run

/lib

example, the “home” directory has the address /home.

in sub-directories are addressed by appending
• Directories
another forward slash and their name. For example, a “user”

directory in the “home” directory has the address /home/user.
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/

As Linux is case-sensitive
the names of directories
and files in addresses
must be correctly
capitalized.

in directories are addressed by appending another
• Files
forward slash and the filename, such as

/home/user/filename.

This hierarchical address system can therefore easily describe
the “absolute path” of any directory or file from the / root base.
Additionally, contents of the current directory and its subdirectories can be addressed by name using their “relative path”.
For example, a sub-directory named “user” within /home can be
addressed from /home simply as user, and a file within that subdirectory can be addressed as user/filename.
When you launch a Terminal window you are located in your
home directory – a directory bearing your username that is located
in /home, such as /home/mike. You can see your current location
at any time with the pwd (print working directory) command and
list the contents of that directory with the ls command. Contents
of sub-directories can be listed simply by specifying their address
to the ls command:

l
l

Here, listed directories are
colored blue, executable
files are colored green,
and other writables are
colored black-on-green.

1

Launch a Terminal, then enter pwd at the prompt to see
the absolute path address of your current location

2

Next, enter ls / to see the contents of the root directory

...cont’d

l
3

Now, enter ls /bin to see the many executable binary files
you can run from the command line

l
l
l
4

Enter cd /bin to see the prompt change to display the subdirectory location

5

Enter cd .. then hit Return to move to the parent
directory, and see the prompt string change once more

6

Finally, enter cd ~ to return to your home directory, and
see the prompt string change again
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You can change location into a directory using the cd command.
Additionally, your home directory can be addressed using a tilde
~ alias, and the parent of the current directory can be addressed
using a .. alias. The Bash prompt string typically displays the
current directory just before the $ sign:

Here, all listed files are
executable but those
colored white-on-red set
the user ID when run,
and those colored light
blue are (symbolic) links
to the actual location.
You can learn more about
links on pages 32-33.

You can also use the
command cd - to return
to the previous directory
you were located in.
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Dealing Wildcards

The ls command, introduced on pages 16-17, will list all files and
folders in the current or specified directory except special hidden
files whose names begin with a . period (full stop) character.
Typically these are system files, such as a .bashrc hidden file in
your home directory containing the shell configuration details.
Hidden files can be included in the list displayed by the ls
command by adding an -a option, so the command becomes ls -a.
If you wish to delete a
directory remember that
it may contain hidden
files – use the ls -a
command to check the
directory’s contents.

Optionally, a filename pattern can be supplied to the ls command
so it will list only filenames matching the specified pattern.
Special “wildcard” characters, described in the table below, can be
used to specify the filename pattern to be matched:
Wildcard:
?

Any single character

*

Any string of characters

[set]

[!set]
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Matches:

Any character in set

Any character not in set

The ? wildcard is used to specify a pattern that matches filenames
where only one single character may be unknown. For example,
where the ls command lists file.a, file.b, and file.exe the command
ls file.? would list only file.a and file.b – not file.exe.
More usefully, the * wildcard is used to specify a pattern that
matches filenames where multiple characters may be unknown.
For example, where ls lists img.png, pic.png, and pic.jpg the
command ls *.png would list only img.png and pic.png – not pic.jpg.
You can include a
hyphen in the set pattern
by placing it first or last
in the list within the
square brackets.

The [set] wildcard construct is used to specify a pattern that
matches a list or a range of specified characters. For example,
where the ls command lists doc.a, doc.b, doc.c, and doc.d the
command ls doc.[ac] would list only doc.a and doc.c – as this
pattern specifies a list of two possible extensions to be matched.
In the same directory the command ls doc.[a-c] would, however,
list doc.a, doc.b, and doc.c – as the pattern specifies a range of
three possible extensions to be matched. Placing an exclamation
mark at the start of a set pattern lists files not matched. For
example, here the command ls doc[!a-c] would list only doc.d.

...cont’d
In executing commands containing wildcards the shell first
expands the wildcard matches and substitutes them as a list of
“arguments” to the command. So, the command ls doc.[a-c] might
in effect become ls doc.a doc.b doc.c before the list gets printed.
This is apparent in the error message that gets displayed when no
matches are found. For example, ls non* might produce the error
message non*: No such file or directory – as non* is the argument:

1

Type ls at the prompt, then hit Return to see all
unhidden files in a current /home/Documents directory

2

Next, enter ls doc.? to see all files named “doc” that have a
single-letter file extension

3

Now, enter ls *.c to see all files of any name that have a
“.c” file extension

4

Enter ls *.[a-c] to see all files of any name that have a
“.a”, “.b” or “.c” file extension

5

Now, enter ls *.[!a-c] to see all files of any name that do
not have a “.a”, “.b” or “.c” file extension

6

Finally, enter ls non* to see an error message reporting
that no matches have been found

The process of pattern
matching with wildcards
demonstrated here is
commonly known as
“globbing” – a reference
to global wildcard
expansion.
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l
l
l
l
l
l

Wildcards can also be
used for pathname
expansion when
specifying addresses –
for example, ls ~/D*.
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Recognizing Metacharacters

Just as the special wildcard characters ? * [ ] can be used to
perform pathname expansion, plain strings can be expanded using
{ } brace characters. These may contain a comma-separated list of
substrings that can be appended to a specified prefix or prepended
to a specified suffix, or both, to generate a list of expanded strings.
The brace expansions can also be nested for complex expansion.
Additionally, brace expansion can produce a sequence of letters or
numbers by specifying a range separated by .. between the braces:
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There must be no spaces
within the braces, or
between the braces and
each specified prefix and
suffix.

Bash version 4
introduced zero-padded
brace expansion so that
echo {001..3} produces
001 002 003.

l
l
l
l
l
l
1

At a prompt, type echo b{ad,oy} then hit Return to see
two expanded strings – appended to the specified prefix

2

Next, enter echo {ge,fi}t to see two expanded strings –
prepended to the specified suffix

3

Now, enter echo s{i,a,o,u}ng to see four expanded strings
– both appended and prepended

4

Enter echo s{tr{i,o},a,u}ng to see four complex expanded
strings – appended and prepended

5

Next, enter echo {a..z} to see an expanded letter sequence
of the lowercase alphabet

6

Finally, enter echo {1..20} to see an expanded numeric
sequence from 1 to 20

...cont’d
The wildcards ? * [ ] and braces { } are just some examples of
“metacharacters” that have special meaning to the Bash shell. The
table below lists all metacharacters that have the special meaning
described when used in commands at a shell prompt only – the
same characters can have other meanings when used in other
situations, such as in arithmetical expressions.
Metacharacter:

Meaning:

Home directory

`

Command substitution (old style)

#

Comment

$

Variable expression

&

Background job

*

String wildcard

(

Start of subshell

)

End of subshell

\

Escape next character

|

Pipe

[

Start of wildcard set

]

End of wildcard set

{

Start of command block

}

End of command block

;

Pipeline command separator

‘

Quote mark (strong)

“

Quote mark (weak)

<

Redirect input

>

Redirect output

/

Pathname address separator

?

Single-character wildcard

!

Pipeline logical NOT

Some of the
metacharacters in
this table have been
introduced already but
others are described later
in this book.
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~

Notice that the semicolon ; character allows
two commands to be
issued on the same line.
For example, type
echo {a..z} ; echo {1..9}

then hit Return.
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Quoting Phrases

The metacharacters that have special meaning to the Bash shell
can be used literally, without applying their special meaning, by
enclosing them within a pair of ‘ ‘ single-quote characters to
form a quoted phrase. For example, to include the name of a shell
variable in a phrase without interpreting its value:

22

Always enclose phrases
you want to use literally
within single quotes to
avoid misinterpretation.

l
l
1

At a prompt, type echo Processed By: $SHELL then hit
Return to see the shell variable get interpreted in output

2

Now, enter echo ‘Processed By: $SHELL’ to see the shell
variable printed literally in output

Alternatively, the significance of the leading $ metacharacter of a
shell variable can be ignored if preceded by a \ backslash character
to “escape” it from recognition as having special meaning:
The newline \n and tab
\t sequences can be
included in phrases if
preceded by a backslash
– for example,
echo \\nNEWLINE \\tTAB.

l
l
3

At a prompt, type echo Processed By: $SHELL then hit
Return to see the shell variable get interpreted in output

4

Now, enter echo Processed By: \$SHELL to see the shell
variable printed literally in output

...cont’d
It is necessary to precede a single-quote character with a \
backslash when it is used as an apostrophe, so it is not interpreted
as an incomplete quoted phrase. An incomplete quoted phrase or
a \ backslash at the end of a line allows a command to continue
on the next line as they escape the newline when you hit Return:

l
l
5

At a prompt, enter echo It\’s escaped to see the
apostrophe appear in output

6

Next, type echo Continued \ then hit Return, type text
written along \ then hit Return, and type several lines
then hit Return to see the continued phrase in output

Notice that the shell
prompt string changes
to a > to indicate it is
awaiting further input.
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Double-quote marks “ “ are regarded as weak by the Bash shell
as they do allow the interpretation of shell variables they enclose.
They can, however, be useful to print out a quoted string if the
entire string (and its double quotes) are enclosed in single quotes:

l
l
7

Type echo “Interpreted With $SHELL” then hit Return to
see the shell variable get interpreted in unquoted output

8

Now, enter echo ‘“Interpreted With $SHELL”’ to see the
shell variable printed literally in quoted output
You could alternatively
escape double-quote
characters with a
backslash to print them
in output – for example,
echo \”With \$SHELL\”.
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Getting Help

Bash includes an online help system for its built-in commands.
Information on all its built-in commands can be displayed using
the help command, and help | more can be used to display just
one screen at a time. A command name can be specified to
discover information about that particular command:

l
1

At a prompt, type help | more then hit Return to see all
built-in Bash commands and their options
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The | character is a
“pipe” that allows
output to be redirected
– here output is sent
to the more command.
Pipelines are described
in more detail on pages
48-49.

Bash version 4
introduced two new help
options: help -d displays
a short description
and help -m displays
information in a man
page-like format.

l
l
2

Hit Return to scroll down the screen one line at a time,
or type q and hit Return to quit help and return to a
shell prompt

3

Now, enter help echo to display information about the
Bash shell built-in echo command

...cont’d
Information about all commands, both shell built-in commands
and those other commands that are actually programs located
on the file system, can be found on any Linux operating system
in the famous Manual pages. The name of any command can
be specified to the man command to display the Manual page
describing that command and its options. Alternatively, an -f
option can be used to display a brief description of a command:

l
4

At a prompt, type man ps then hit Return to see the
Manual page for the ps command automatically paginated

You can use the type
command, described
on page 14, to discover
whether a command is
a shell built-in or its file
system location.
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l
l
5

Hit Return to scroll down the screen one line at a time,
or type q and hit Return to return to a shell prompt

6

Now, enter man -f ps to display the “what is” description
of the ps command

You can also use the
info command as an
alternative to man.
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Summary
is a command interpreter shell that enables the user to
• Bash
interact with the kernel of a Linux operating system.
The command
displays the current process information
• and
can be used to confirm Bash as the current shell.
and hostnames can be displayed with the
• Usernames
and
commands.
window can be cleared using the
command
• AandTerminal
closed using the
command.
command can be used to determine whether a token
• The
is a built-in shell command or a recognized program.
input can be printed on standard output using the
• Standard
shell built-in
command.
variables
and
store the
• Shell
filesystem location and version number of the Bash program.
command displays the current working directory
• The
address and the command can be used to list its contents.
and relative addresses, or and aliases, can be
• Absolute
command to change directory location.
specified to the
, , and can be used to specify filename
• Wildcards
patterns to match a single character, a string, or a set.
expansion combines each item in a comma-separated
• Brace
list within
characters to a specified outer prefix and suffix.
expansion can also produce a sequence of letters or
• Brace
numbers from a range separated by within
characters.
, , and braces
are just some examples of
• Wildcards
metacharacters that have special meaning to the Bash shell.
Enclosing with single quotes or prefixing with a backslash
• allows
metacharacters to be displayed literally.
phrases with weak
double-quote characters
• Surrounding
allows the shell to perform interpretation.
help can be found for any command using the
or
• Onlinecommands
and for built-ins using the
command.
ps $$

whoami

hostname

clear

exit

type

echo
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$SHELL

$BASH_VERSION

pwd

ls

~

..

cd

? *

[]

{}

..

? * []

{}

{}

‘‘

\

““

man

info

help

